Constitutional Changes:



General: Delete mentions of Historian, Speaker of the House, and the House of Representatives
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Specific:
Article III: Sect 1: Clause 3: 2 Public Relations officers (instead of one), delete historian, and add
secretary (they are mentioned in the executive descriptions, just not in this clause and it's weird)
Clause 7: Delete project management (that isn't a current class, maybe add leadership class). Also, we
don't currently have a zero period. I think that we should, and this requires further discussion.
Clause 8: this should be more rigorously enforced
Clause 9: I think having one class at the high school seems fair. Running start students who don't go to
the high school at all, probably won't be able to help out much with day-to-day stuff. (After some
discussion, maybe another thing could be that a Running Start student simply needs to ATTEND three
classes. Nick does that and everyone's fine with it, and he is able to do great work.)
Sect 2: Clause 9: PR Officers (2) combine with the responsibilities of Historian and include the necessity
of social media
clause 7: delete historian
Sect 3: Clause 1: We should totally have interhigh reps. That sounds awesome.
Sect 6: Enforce this
Larger Take-away: There is a lot in the constitution that we should either delete or implement
Will zero-period class ever be a thing again? It would be so beneficial, but we should delete it if we aren't
going to do it. (This is Audrey's idea to bring it back, but maybe we shouldn't, as the leadership class takes
the spot)
We are deleting the positions of Historian and Speaker of the House
School Board/Interhigh/Club Rep should be included in the constitution to cover the currently neglected duty
of interhigh communication and increase the ASB's responsibility for clubs.
The Entrepreneurial Manager should be included as a position independent of, yet connected to the
treasurer. The treasurer will continue managing funds allocation, while the Entrepreurial Manager will be
responsible for ventures such as the student store and additional business ideas.

Elections:









We should use https://www.ballotbin.com/ (it requires voter registration, makes voting multiple times
impossible, and is all around a reputable service perfectly suited to our needs)
We will require voter registration (we will need information like: name, grade, and email)
Voting will be done online, during a set number of days, from any location
(Hopefully) speeches will be done in person, filmed, and sent to students along with their voter code, in case
they want to review
the positions of School Board/Interhigh/Club Rep and Entrepreneurial manager should be added as
positions which are applied for and bestowed by the ASB Advisor (More debate forthcoming on what criteria
can/will be considered in this process) Both should be executive positions. As these are almost
administrative positions, administrators will have the main say in who gets them.
We need to finalize a timeline
Please consider this and thanks for reading!

